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The Honorable Robert A. Roe
Chairman, Committee on Science,

Space and Technology
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

To assist the Committee's Task Force on Technology Policy,
you asked us to interview federal laboratory and agency
officials to identify constraints to transferring technology
from federal laboratories to U.S. businesses. While the
officials identified some constraints that affect only their
laboratories, this report provides information on the
following four major constraints that officials at several
federal laboratories identified.

While recent changes in the law allow federal
laboratories to patent and exclusively license
inventions, federal computer software is publicly
disseminated; thUS businesses do not have an incentive
to fully develop and marke t; it.

Because federal laboratories generally cannot conduct
proprietary research and therefore competitors can
obtain access to research results, businesses are less
inclined to enter into collaborative research efforts.

The requirement that several of the Department of
Energy's contractor-operated laboratories must request
the Department to waive its title rights to inventions
that they make causes uncertainty and delay and reduces
industry interest in getting involved.

Federal laboratories, in their efforts to be fair in
providing businesses opportunitiel;l to collaborate on
research, may institute burdensome and time-consuming
procedures that inhibit industry participation.
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The information in this report re~leyts the perceptions of
research managers and technology transfer officials at 10
federal laboratories and program officials and/or patent
counsels in 6 federal agencies. (See table 1.1 for a list of
the laboratories and agencies.) We selected the 10 federal
laboratories because (1) they are among the largest in each
of the 6 agencies, with a total research and development
budget of $5 billion in fiscal year 1986 and (2) their
research is. likely to have important commercial
applications. The laboratories include six government
operated laboratories with federal employees and four
contractor-operated laboratories that are run by
universities or large businesges under contract with the
government. We did not Lrrce rv.Lew executives from businesses
or trade associations to discuss their perceptions about
constraints to technology transfer~

In summary, ,the. federal laboratory and agency officials we
interviewed support the thrust of legislation and executive
actions during the past1p.years to improve the link between
the f ede raL laboratories'technology base and U.S.
bua Lnesses, These laws authorize federal laboratories to
patent alJdexc.J..usively license .inventions and collaborate
with ,businesses on research and development. Many of the
officials stated, however ,that the four identified
constraints need to be addressed to further improve the
effectiveness of their laboratories' technology transfer
efforts. They.believe that removing or reducing these
constraints ,would (1) provide more incentives to transfer
comp\lter software \~phnology to U.S. businesses, (2)
encourage U.S. businesses to ~ake better use of federal
laboratory resources, and (3) reduce administrative burdens
and,:pil1lf delays for interactions. The following paragraphs
e Laboratie on each of, the four perceived constraints.

Officials at 7 of the 10 federal laboratories and 5 of the 6
federal agencies stated that technology transfer is
const,rained.by.legislation that requires federal agencies to
pubLi'cLy disse,minate computer software. They noted that
a l t houqh the Patent. and Trademark Amendments of 1980, as
amended, authori ze federal agencies t.o patent and
exclusively.license inventions and permit most contractor
operated federal laboratories to elect to retain title to
inventions that they make, the act does not address
computer so ftwar e ,whi.ch is considered teChnical data and
normally cannot be .patented .,The officials propose that
feqeral law be amended sO,that the transfer of computer
soft ware would be treated similarly to federal inventions
because (1) no apparent reason exists for treating federal
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laboratory inventions and computer software differently, (2)
as with inventions, the most effective way to transfer
computer software in many cases is to copyright and
exclusively license it to a software companY, (3) federal
employees who develop cornputer.software do not have th~ same
incentives to commercialize it as, those WhO make inventions
because they cannot share in royalty income, and (4) most
federal programs to publicly disseminate computer software
provide foreign business competitors equal access to the
software.

Officials at 7 of the 10 federal laboratories and 4 of the 6
federal agencies stated that their limited authority to
conduct pr opr ietary research is a const ra Irrt to
collaborating with businesses. The officials said that the
Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 is intended to
encourage U.S. businesses to collaborate with federal
laboratories on research. However, unless a business pays
all of the costs, the research is non-proprietary and the
public, and particularly competing businesses, can get
access to research results through the Freedom of
Information Act. As a result, many potential
collaborations do not occur and the scope of work is scaled
back for some of the projects .that are negotiated. Several
laboratory and agency off icials propose that federal
laboratories be given the authority .to treat the research
results of a collaboration as a company trade secret for a
period of up to 5 years.

Officials at three of Energy's contractor-operated
laboratories .told us that their ability to license
inventions is constrained because they are required to
obtain a waiver of Energy's title rights to the inventions,
which creates uncertainty and delay and thus reduces
industry's interest in getting involved. In February 1987
Energy sent a proposed regulation to the Office of.
Management and Budget that would permit the large business
contractors of its laboratories to elect to retain rights to
certain classes of inventions. However, the proposed
regulation is still under review because of the Department
of Commerce's concern that it is too restrictive. Energy
officials also stated that technology transfer from its
three weapons laboratories is legislatively constrained
because the research may involve classified or sensitive
information, but added that. Energy is studying options for
improving technology transfer from these laboratories.

Finally, federal laboratqry a.nd agency officials recognize
that the laboratories must be fair in providing businesses
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the opportunity to collaborate on research. However,
federal technology transfer officials are concerned that
industryin~erest is likely to be inhibited if the
laboratories institute burdensome and time-consuming
procedures for entering into a cooperative research
agreement. As an example of how to deal with these
concerns, officials at the National Bureau of Standards,
which has run a collaborative research program with industry
for many years, stated that the Bureau publicizes
opportunities in broad fields of technology and then
negotiates with potential collaborators for specific
research projects on a first-come-first-served basis,
provided that the proposed research furthers the Bureau's
mission.

Section 1 of this briefing report provides background
information and more details about our objectives, scope,
and methodology. Sections 2, 3, 4, and 5 provide
information about each of the perceived constraints.
Appendix I lists the major contributors tO,this briefing
report.

As agreed with your office, unless you publicly announce its
contents earlier, we plan no further distribution of this
briefing report until 14 days from the date of this letter.
If you have further questions, please contact me at (202)
275-8545.

Sincerely yours,

.<f~I//jP~
Flora H. Milans
Associate Director
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years concern has grown about the U.S. trade deficit
and the ability of U.S. businesses to compete in world markets. In
response to these concerns, the administration and the Congress
have acted to strengthen the links between the nation's research
and technology base and U.S. industry. In fiscal year 1987 the
government spent about $56 billion on research and development
(R&D), about 50 percent of all U.S. R&D expenditures.

One means to increase U.S. industry's access to federally
funded technology is through improved technology transfer from
federal laboratories, which spent about $20 billion on R&D in
f is:cal year 1987. Beg inn ing with the passage of the Stevenson
Wycller Technology Innovation Act of 1980 (15 U.S.C. 3701 et seq.)
and the Patent and Trademark Amendments of 1980 (35 U.S.C. 200 et
~l.)' the Congress has passed several laws and President Reagan
has: taken executive actions to enable federal laboratories to more
effectively transfer technology to U.S. businesses by collaborating
on R&D and licensing inventions.

In general, the legislative and executive actions distinguish
between government-operated federal laboratories, which have
federal employees, and contractor-operated federal laboratories,
which are operated by nonprofit organizations or businesses under a
contract with the federal government and whose employees are not
federal workers. The thrust of the actions for government-operated
laboratories has been to permit them to collaborate on R&D with
industry and to stimulate their efforts to license inventions.
thrust for contractor-operated laboratories has been to permit
contractors to retain title rights to inventions and technical
without requesting a waiver of the government's rights to this
int:ellectual property.

GOVERNMENT-OPERATED FEDERAL LABORATORIES

The Stevenson-Wydler Act took. a first step to improve the
utilization of federally funded technology by directing all federal
laboratories to establish an office of research and technology
applications to disseminate information about federal products,
processes, and services. The Patent and Trademark Amendments of
1980 encouraged the licensing of government-operated laboratory
inventions by authorizing federal agencies to grant exclusive and
partially exclusive licenses if the agency determines that it is
appropriate and in the public interest.

The Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-502, Oct.
20, 1986) amended the Stevenson-Wydler Act to authorize federal
agencies to permit their government-operated laboratories to
collaborate on R&D with other organizations, including businesses,
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through a cooperative R&D agreement. The intent of the act is to
make the entering of these agreements as easy as possible from the
point of view of the private sector participant, whileprotedting
the legitimate concerns of the government. Under the act, a
laboratory can grant a collaborator title or licensing rights to
any resulting invention; but if the collaborator takes title to an
invention, the government retains a royalty-free license for its
use by or on behalf of the government. The act also provides
incentives to federal employees to promote technology transfer by
directing federal agencies to (1) pay an employee inventor at least
15 percent of any royalties or other income received, up to
$100,000 per year, for an invention and (2) establish a cash awards
program for inventions, innovations, or other outstanding
scientific or technological contributions of value to the United
States due to commercial application or contributions to the
missions of the agency or government.

In April 1987 President Reagan issued Executive Order 12591,
"Facilit~ting Access to Science and Technology." The order
implements the Federal Technology Transfer Act by directing the
heads of federal agencies to delegate authority to their
government-operated federal laboratories to enter into cooperative
R&D agreements and license, assign, or waive rights to intellectual
property, which would include inventions and computer software that
the laboratory develops.

CONTRACTOR-OPERATED FEDERAL LABORATORIES

Before 1980 the government had the option to retain title
rights to all inventions resulting from federally funded research
and development, although these rights could be waived under
certain conditions. The Patent and Trademark Amendments of 1980
gave small business and nonprofit contractors and grantees the
right, with few exceptions, to retain title to federally funded
inventions that they make. Public Law 98-620, enacted in November
1984, amended the act by extending its coverage to most of the
Department of Energy's laboratories that are operated by nonprofit
organizations. However, it specifically excluded Energy's
laboratories that are primarily dedicated to naval nuclear
propulsion or weapons-related programs, because much of their R&D
involves classified br sensitive information. 1

In February 1983 President Reagan issued a memorandum to the
heads of all federal agencies that directs them, to the extent

1Fo r more information about federal agencies' implementation of the
Patent and Trademark Amendments of 1980, see Patent Policy: Recent
Chan es in Federal Law Considered Beneficial (GAO/RCED-87-44, Apr.

, an Energy Management: E ects 0 Recent Changes on DOE
Patent Policies (GAO/RCED-87-5, Dec. 31, 1986).
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perrnittedby law, to give all federal cont~actors and grantees the
option to retain title rights to resulting inventions. President
Reagan further formalized the 1983 memorandum by including similar
language in his April 1987 executive order. .

OBJgCTIVgS, SCOpg, AND MgTHODOLOGY

The Chairman, House Committee on Science, Space and
Technology, asked us to identify constraints to transferring
technology from federal laboratories to U.S. businesses to assist
the Committee's Task Force on Technology Policy.

The information in this report reflects the perceptions of
senior research managers and technology transfer officials at 10
federal laboratories and program managers and/or patent counsels at
6 federal agencies. (See table 1.1.) We selected the laboratories
because (1) they are among the largest in each of six federal
agencies, with a total operating R&D budget of $5 billion in fiscal
year 1986 and (2) their research could have important commercial
applications. The sample included six government-operated and four
contractor-operated laboratories. Some of the laboratories have
had active programs in transferring technology to u.S. industry and
some had little interaction with u.S. industry before the Federal
Technology Transfer Act was enacted. We did not interview
executives from businesses or trade associations to discuss their
perceptions about opportunities to better use federal laboratory
R&D and constraints to technology transfer.

We visited 8 of the 10 federal laboratories to obtain research
managers' and technology transfer officials' perceptions on
technology transfer constraints. At each laboratory, we talked
with from 6 to 15 research managers and technology transfer
officials. We also talked by telephone with technology transfer
officials at the two other laboratories. We then interviewed
program managers and/or patent counsels at the six federal agencies
to obtain their perceptions about constraints to transferring
technology from their laboratories to U.S. industry. We conducted
the audit work between August 1987 and February 1988.

On the basis of the laboratory and agency interviews, we
identified four constraints in transferring technology from federal
laboratories to U.S. businesses. The following four sections
discuss each of these constraints. These discussions are not
intended to apply to R&D that is either classified or sensitive,
but rather to unclassified R&D that could be published in the
scientific literature.
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Table 1.1: Federal Laborator:i..~~ in Our Study

(Dollars in Millions)

Laboratory Fed~r~l agency
Operating R&D
budget in t¥1986

Beltsville Agricultural
Research Center

National Bureau of
Standards

Lincoln Laboratorya

Wright Aeronautical
Laboratories

Naval Research
Laboratory

Oak Ridge National
Laboratoryb

Sandia National
Laboratoriesc

Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratoryd

National Institutes
of Health

Langley Research Center

Agr i cul ture

Commerce

Defense-Air Force

Defense-Air Force

Defense-Navy

Energy

Energy

Energy

Health and Human Services

NASA

s 72

174

308

945

401

455

1,000

822

605

203

aContractor-operated laboratory run by the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.

bContractor-operated laboratory run by Martin Marietta Energy
Systems, Inc.

cContractor-operated laboratory run by AT&T Technologies, Inc.

dContractor-operated laboratory run by the University of
California.
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SECTION 2

AUTHORITY TO COPYRIGHT AND LICENSE COMPUTER SOFTWARE

The Stevenson-Wydler Act, the Federal Technology Transfer Act,
and, the Patent and Trademark Amendments of 1980, as amended, are
intended to stimulate U.S. technology and industrial innovation
through the transfer of technology from federal laboratories to
U.S. businesses. Federal agencies are authorized to patent and
give exclusive licenses to government-operated laboratory
inventions. and most of the contractor-operated laboratories can
elect to retain rights to inventions that they mak~ with federal
funds. However, whi Le this legislation changed federal law for
invent ions, it did not add r e s s the rights to computer software,
which is considered technibal data and normally cannot be patented.

Businesses typically copyright computer software or treat it
as a company trade secret. 2 However, longstanding federal
copyright law (17 U.S.C. 105) states that copyright protection is
not available for any federal government work, and feoeral policy
has been to publicly disseminate unclassified and nonsensitive
technical data. 3 In April 1987 President Reagan partially changed
this policy through his Executive orde r , "Facilitating Access to
Science and Technology," which directs federal agencies, to the
ext errt permitted by law, to permit feq.eral contractors and grantees
to r e t a i n rights to computer software and other technical data • In
this regard, the Federal Technology Transfer Act (15 U.S.C. 3710)
directs the Secretary of Commerce to report to the President and
the Congress on any copyright provisions or other types of barriers
that restrict the transfer of federally funded computer software to
the private sector and to state and local governments. Commerce
plans to issue its report by April 1988.

2Copyright is a form of protection provided by U.S. law to authors
of "original works of authorship" including literary, dramatic,
musical, artistic, and certain other intellectual works. The
authors can register their work at the Copyright Office in the
Library of Congress.

3S oftware is made available through the Department of Commerce's
National Technical Information Service, the Department of Energy's
National Energy Software Center at Argonne National Laboratory, or
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA)
Computer Software Management and Information Center at the
University of Georgia. Other technical data is publicly
disseminated through publishing in the scientific literature or
through a federal laboratory's or agency's technical publications,
such as NASA's Tech Briefs.
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GOVERNMENT-OPERATED FEDERAL LABORATORIES

Research managers and technology transfer officials at four
government-operated laboratories and program officials and/or
patent counsels at five federal agencies support amending federal
copyright law to permit federal agencies to copyright and license
computer software. The laboratories are the Langley Research
Center, Naval Research Laboratory, Wright Aeronautical
Laboratories, and National Institutes of Health, and the agencies
are NASA and the Departments of Agricul ture; Commerce; Defense
(Army, Navy, and Air Force); and Health and Human Services. The
officials support amending federal copyright law for the following
reasons:

No apparent reason exists for treating federal laboratory
inventions and computer software differently. Both are
commercially valuable technology that should be effectively
transferred to U.S. businesses.

As with patenting and licensing inventions, the most
effective way to transfer computer software in many cases
is by copyrighting and exclusively licensing it. Langley
officials noted that many federal laboratories' computer
software programs are not readily usable. for commercial
applications. As an example, they stated that a NASA
contractor that developed NASTRAN computer software for
NASA has been more effective than NASA's Computer Software
Management and Information Center in distributing the
software, even though the center makes NASA software
available to U.S. businesses at a nominal cost. This is
because the NASA contractor has serviced and enhanced the
NASTRAN software to make it more readily usable. A Wright
official said that the prohibition on federal copyrighting
had inhibited Wright's efforts to transfer software on
several Occasions.

Federal employees do. not have the same incentive to develop
and refine software for commercial applications as they do
to make and improve inventions. The Federal Technology
Transfer Act directs federal agencies to give federal
employee inventors at least 15 percent of any royalties or
other income they receive. In contrast, a federal employee
who develops computer software is not entitled to any
royalty income. Officials cited several cases in which a
federal employee had developed software with important
c omrne r c i a L uses. In one case, a company obtained federal
software and, with some minor enhancements, sold it without
paying royalties to the federal agency or the employee who
developed it.

Officials at the National Bureau of Standards and the
Beltsville Agricultural Research Center and Energy do not oppose
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changing federal copyright law, but do not perceive it as a
constraint to their technology transfer efforts. Bureau officials
stated that they do not seek to transfer computer software to U.S.
businesses. Rather, the Bureau mainly transfers know-how about
using and integrating software by having researchers work at its
laboratories. Beltsville Agriculture Research Center managers told
us that they do not develop much computer software in their
research work, so copyrighting is not an issue. Energy officials
said that federal copyright law is not a constraint because Energy
mainly uses contractor-operated laboratories, which, as .
nongovernment entities, are permitted to copyright their works.

Patent counsels at Agriculture, Commerce, Army, Navy, Air
Force, Health and Human Services, and NASA support changing federal
copyright law to permit the federal government to copyright and
exclusively license computer software, and see no significant
problems in doing so. Energy's patent counsel noted that federal
computer software may not be as readily available to the public as
it is now under the policy to publicly disseminate federal
software because (1) the Copyright Office requires a registrant to
deposit only the first and last 25 pages of a computer software
program and (2) companies that license and market computer software
generally make only the machine-readable (object) code available to
users, and do not provide the source code, which is needed to
readily make improvements or changes to the software. Other patent
counsels noted, however, that individuals or organizations may be
able to get access to the object and source codes for federal
software through a Freedom of Information Act request.

CONTRACTOR-OPEP~TEDFEDERAL LABORATORIES

Sandia National Laboratories, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory officials stated that
their ability to transfer computer software to U.S. businesses is
limited by Energy's statutory authority and policies, which direct
the laboratories to publicly disseminate unclassified scientific

. and technical information. 4 They propose that they be permitted to
retain title rights to software that they develop.

Because the software is available to everyone, indiv idual
software companies have little incentive to commercialize it. The
laboratory officials noted that much of their software is complex,

4S a ndia technology transfer officials also said that they are
constrained in transferring semiconductor chip mask works, which
the Semiconductor Chip Protection Act of 1984 (17 U.S.C. 901 et
~g.) states are eligible for copyright protection. Energy's-
statutory authority includes the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42
U.S.C. 2013, 2051, and 2161), the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974
(42 U.S.C. 5813), and the Department of Energy Organization Act (42
U.S.C. 7112).
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with as many as 100,000 lines of code, and businesses cannot
readily use the software for commercial applications without a
substantial investment of time and resources. According to.the
officials, giving a company an exclusive license for the software
is more effective than making it publicly available in many cases
because the exclusive license provides the company the means to
recover its investment in refining and servicing the software.

The officials cited as an example the successful transfer of
software that Lawrence Livermore exclusively licensed to control
Data Corporation in July 1986. Under the licensing arrangement,
Control Data is (1) debugging and simplifying the software to
ensure that it works properly, (2) enhancing it for different:
commercial applications, and (3) developing manuals and providing
assistance to users. Control Data will pay royalties to Lawrence
Livermore and provide the government access to enhanced versions of
the software.

In addition, Sandia, Oak Ridge, and Lawrence Livermore
officials and Energy's Director of International Security Affairs
noted that Energy's statutory authority to publicly disseminate
unclassified scientific and technical information dOes not
distinguish between U.S. and foreign businesses. These officials
stated that computer software should be considered as commen:ially
valuable technology to which foreign competitors shoulo not have
equal access through public dissemination.

Our report on the National Energy Software Center ~howed that
from October 1985 through March 1987, the center distributed 2 or
more copies of 41 scientific and engineering software programs to
U.S. organizations and 2 or more copies of 24 scientific and
engineering software programs to foreign organizations. 5 Overall,
the center distributed 1 or more copies of 109 scientific and
engineering software programs to foreign organizations during the
18-month perioo. rhe National Energy Software Center does not
announce the availability of new software to foreign organizations
for 2 years after it is announced to U.S. organizations. However,
the center sells source code, which is needed to readily improve
the software, to both U.S. and foreign organizations for a nQminal
fee, if the code is available and the sale is in compliance with
the Export Control Act. 6 An Energy program official stated that
the center primarily distributes technical scientific software that
has little commercial value.

5Software Distribution: Review of the Department of Energy'~
National Energy Software Center (GAO/IMTEC-88-2, Oct. 14, 1987).

6The National Technical Information .Service similarly makes source
code available to foreign businesses. NASA distributes only
machine-readable object code to foreign requesters.
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Energy's Assistant General Counsel for Patents stated that, in
response to President Reagan 'sApri1198 7 Executive Order, Energy
is dev e Lop i.nq a software policy that will permit its contractor
operated laboratories to retain title to computer software in
certain circumstances by requesting Energy to waive its title
rights. Because the thrust of the executive order regarding
computer software and other technical data is in conflict with
Energy's authorizing legislation, which directs Energy to publicly
disseminate scientific and technical information, the Assistant
General Counsel suggested that it. maybe appropriate for the
Congress to legislatively address federal contractors' rights to
software and other techn ical data.

Similar to Energy' sstatutory author i ty, the National
Aeronautics and Space Act (42 U.S.C. 2473) directs NASA to provide
for the widest practicable and appropriate dissemination of
information about its activities. In December 1987 NASA revised
its suppLement; to the Federal Acquisition Regulation to establish a
waiver.process for its contractors, including its contractor
operated laboratory, to copyright computer software if (1) the
contractor or a licensee intends to incorporate the software into
an existing or new commercial computer software product line, (2)
the co rrt r ac t o r has or will make significant contributions to the
development of the software, ot (3) if NASA's Director, Technology
Utilization Division, or another designated official approves.
NASA's Associate General Counsel for Intellectual property Law
s t ated that NASA supports the thrust of the executive order, but
NASA is legislatively constrained from permitting contractors to
retain rights in other circumstances.

Lincoln Laboratory officials were not concerned about
transferring computer software to U.S. businesses because Lincoln
primarily conducts classified research for the Air Force and other
Defense organizations. Normally, Lincoln researchers interact with
the Defense sponsors.Clnd have little contact with Defense
contractors. Because of the sensitivity of the classified
r e search ,they have few interactions with other U.S. businesses.
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SECTION 3

PROPRIETARY RESEARCH

Research managers and technology transfer officials we
interviewed at many of the federal laboratories stated that the
most effective mechanism for technology transfer is through
"shoulder-to-shoulder contact" by federal laboratory researchers
collaborating on R&D with industry and university researchers.
Government-operated federal laboratories currently are implement:ing
the Federal Technology Transfer Act, which authorizes them to enter
into cooperative R&D agreements with businesses, universities, and
other organizations. The act directs laboratory directors to give
preference to U.S.-based business units that agree to substantially
manufacture in the United States the technology from any resulting
inventions. However, because federal laboratories generally cannot
conduct pro p r ietary research, industry is less inclined to enter
into collaborative efforts •

.LIMITED OPPORTUNITIES FOR CONDUCTING PROPRIETARY
RESEARCH AT FEDERAL LABORATORIES

The results of unclassified and nonsensitive R&D conducted at
federal laboratories normally are published in the scientific
literature and/or result in a patent application. While the
publication of R&D results may be delayed for a short time, federal
laboratory and agency of f icials stated that the intent is to
publicly disseminate the results because (1) publication furthers
the mission of the laboratories and (2) their researchers gain
recognition among peers through publication.

According to agency off icials, a bus iness can fund pro pr ie·tary
R&D at federal laboratories only if it pays all of the direct and
indirect costs. In most cases, such R&D involves the use of
expensive and unique research facilities, such as wind tunnels or
synchrotron light facil ities. The Department of Energy.also
permits proprietary research through its work-for-others program,
provided the business pays all of the associated costs.

In addition to obtaining the results of federal R&D through
published scientific literature, interested parties can get
information about federally funded research through a request under
the Freedom of Information Act. The act requires federal agencies
to make records promptly available to any person upon a request for
records that (1) reasonably describes such records and (2) is made
in accordance with published rules.

Exceptions to disclosure of research-related information under
the act are limited. They include classified information and
company trade secrets. Other statutes pr ov ide additional authority
for federal agencies to withhold specific research-related
informat ion. Fo r example, the Patent and Tr ademark Amendments of
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1980 (35 U.S.C. 205) authorize federal agencies to withhold from
disclosure information about an inv~ntion that is likely to result
in a patent application. Unde r 10 U~S.C. 130(a), the Secretary of
Defense is authorized to withho1dfpom public disclosure Defense
technical data with mil itary or space app1.ication if the data are
subject to approval procedures under the Export Administration Act
of 1979 or the Arms Export Control Act. The National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1988 and 1989 (15 U.S.C. 4606)
also excludes from disclosure information that the federal
government obtains on a confidential basis through its involvement
inthe$~matechsemiconductorcooperative research program.

BUSINESSE$SEEK ,CONFIDENTIALITY

Research .managers and technology transfer officials at seven
federal laboratories and program officials and/or patent counsels
at four agencies stated that federal laboratories' limited
aut:horityto conduct proprietary R&D is a constraint to technology
transfer. The laboratories are the National Bureau of Standards,
Wr ight •. Aeroni'lutica1 Laboratories, Naval Research Labo r at.o ry , Oak
Ridge Na,t.io.l)a,l Laboratory, Sandia Nat.iona1 Laboratories, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, and Langley Research Center1 the
aq e n c Le.s are Commerce, Defense (Army, Navy, and Air Force), Energy,
and NASA. The officials said that confidentiality of company data
and research results normally are among the first issues businesses
raised in exploring opportunities to collaborate on R&D. Because
federal laboratories cannot restrict public, and particularly
conipeting businesses', access to the R&D results, many potential
collaborations do not occur and the scope of work is scaled back
fOI' some of the agreements that are negotiated.

National Bureau of Standards, Langley Research Center, Wright
Ae r'o naut; ica1 Laborator ies, Naval Research Laboratory, Lawrence
LivermoreNational Laboratory, Army, Air Force, Commerce, and
Energy officials suggested changing federa11aw to authorize
federa1 .. laboratories to

cpnductproprietary R&D under a cooperative R&D agreement
for government-operated laboratories, or under a similar
arrangement for contractor-operated laboratOries, and

treat· the R&D .resu1ts as a company trade secret for up to 5
yea):"s,depending on the specific r·esearch project and the
H~ldof. t.echno10gy.

These ()fHcials stated that the intent of the Federal Technology
Transfer Act to encourage U.S. businesses to make better use of
federal laboratories would be more fully achieved if U.S. industry
could conduct cooperative R&D that is proprietary. However, many
of them were concerned about extending the coverage of proprietary
research to include other non-collaborative federal R&D because it
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would likely affect the federal laboratories' missions and the open
and collegial exchanges among the laboratories' researchers.

Officials at Sandia National Laboratories, Oak Ridge National
Laboratories, NASA, and Navy suggested giving federal agencies
broader authority to restrict access to any federal laboratory R&D
results that are. co~ercially valuable. In general, these
officials cited concerns about foreign competitors and the need to
enhance the competitiveness of U.S. industry. In addition, Sandia
and Oak Ridge officials said that technology transfer would be more
effective in some instances if federal laboratories could give U.S.
businesses nonpatentab1e trade secrets; NASA patent counsels stated
that it is essential to exclude the space station program from the
Freedom of Information Act; and Navy patent counsels mentioned the
need to protect the intellectual property rights of Navy
contractors as well as businesses that collaborate on R&D at a
federal laboratory.

CONCERNS ABOUT CONDUCTING PROPRIETARY RESEARCH

Research managers and technology transfer officials at the
Beltsville Agricultural Research Center and the National Insti1:utes
of Health and officials at Agriculture stated that their
laboratories have only recently started to collaborate with
businesses on R&D, so that conducting proprietary research has not
been a concern for them. Many of the officials said that they do
not want to conduct proprietary R&D because (1) their laboratories
operate around a philosophy of a free and open discussion of
scientific ideas and ( 2) conducting proprietary R&D might inhibit
the informal exchange of ideas among researchers and consequently
affect the laboratories' primary missions to improve health and
ag ricul t.ur e ,

Program officials at Health and Human Services stated that
they have not resolved conflicting concerns about amending the
Freedom of Information Act to better protect proprietary research.
They noted philosophical problems of conducting proprietary R&D at
the National Institutes of Health, but they also acknowledged the
problem of entering into cooperative R&D agreements without
providing businesses more protection from competitors' requests for
research-related information under the Freedom of Information Act.
The officials stated that Health and Human Services has sought to
exclude the Food and Drug Administration's activities related to
approving new drugs because of the large number of requests from
competing businesses for disclosure of information about a proposed
new drug.

Officials at Lincoln Laboratory were not concerned about
conducting proprietary research. Because most of the R&D is
classified, cooperative R&D with U.S. businesses is not considered
appropriate.
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SKCTION.4

DECENTRALIZING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AUTHORITY

The PatentimdTrademark Amendments of 1980, as amended, have
divided the Department of Energy' scontractor-operated laboratories
into thre\,!categories for purposes of technology transfer:

1. Energy's research laboratories operated by universities,
such as Argonne National Laboratory or Brookhaven National
Laboratory, are authorized to elect to retain title to
al.mostall inventions that they make.

2 . .EriergY'sresearch laboratories operat.ed by large
busiJ:'lesses, incl uding Oak Ridge National Laboratory and
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, are not covered by
the act. However, these laboratories are covered by
President Reagan's February 1983 memorandum and April 1987
executive order, which direct federal agencies, to the
extent permitted by law, to give all federal contractors
the rights that the Patent and Trademark Amendments of 1980
gave to nonprofit and small business grantees and
contractors.

3. Energy's contractor-operated laboratories that are
primarily dedicated to naval nuclear propulsion or weapons
related research, including Sandia National Laboratories
and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, are
specifically excluded by the act from taking title to
inventions that they make without obtaining Energy approval
ghrqugh a waiver ofr ights.

R&~E!1l.rch managers. and technology transfer officials at Oak
Ridge Na.tional Laboratory stated that their technology transfer
efforts i3.re constrained because, unlike university operators of
Eriergy'sreseilrch laboratories, Oak Ridge cannot elect to retain
titleto.invelltions that it makes. Instead, Oak Ridge is required
to request a waiver of Energy's invention rights on a case-by-case
basis .... The. otficials said that the invention waiver process
constraLns·technology transfer to U.S. businesses because (1) it
creates uncertainty about whether Energy will waive its title
rights and (2) the time delays in obtaining Energy's waiver
approval reduces businesses' interest in licensing Oak Ridge
inventions.

Energy's Assistant General Counsel for Patents stated that
Energy drafted proposed regulations that would waive Energy's
rights in advance to classes .of inventions that were made by its
largre business contractors. Energy sent the proposed regulations
to t:he Office of Management and Budget's (OMB) Office of
Information and Regulatory Affairs in February 1987 for
concurrence. OMB is still reviewing the proposed regulations in
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light of concerns raised by Commerce that the proposed regulations
are too restrictive in waiving rights to Energy's large business
contractors. .

Research managers and technology transfer officials at Sandia
and Lawrence Livermore stated that their technology transfer
activities are constrained because they are required to request
Energy's approval for (1) retaining title rights to most of their
inventions and other intellectual property, (2) entering into work
for-others agreements, and (3) entering into collaborative R&D
agreements that provide some kind of exclusivity. According to
Sandia and Lawrence Livermore officials, Energy's review of these
technology transfer activities can take several months, resulting,
in many cases, in a business' losing interest in working with the
laboratory. Energy officials' goal is to provide a response to the
laboratories within 6 weeks for a patent waiver request.

Lawrence Livermore and Energy officials noted that in
September 1987 Energy renewed its contract with the University of
California to operate Lawrence Livermore. Under the revised
contract, the University of California can elect to take title to
inventions that are funded by Energy's civilian energy programs,
but it must continue to request a waiver of title rights to
inventions that are funded by Energy's defense programs. 7

Energy's Assistant General Counsel for Patents stated that
Energy is concerned about giving naval nuclear propulsion and
weapons-related laboratories the right to elect title to defense
programs-funded inventions because

Energy gives management at these laboratories a great deal
of discretion for implementing their missions, and it is
concerned that technology transfer might bias the mission.

Energy is concerned that sensitive information related to
nuclear nonproliferation could have related commercial
applications and thus may be disclosed through technology
transfer.

The weapons-related laboratories primarily deal with
nuclear weapons technology that can involve classified and
sensitive information; therefore, a case-by-case review is
more appropriate for allowing them to take title to this
technology.

7For an invention made through R&D funded by another federal
agency, the University of California can request that Energy
determine whether the university can elect title or whether it must
request a waiver.
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Sandia's and Lawrence Livenrtore' s management stated that they are
aware of Energy's concern,s and that their first pdodty is to work
with Energy's defense programs management to fulfill its weapons-'
related mission. Sandia and Lawrence Livermore officials noted
that articles for publication by their researchers are reviewed by
line managers and a classification office for classified or
sensitive information. In addition, the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office reviews patent applications for classified or sensitive
information and does not issue patents for classified inventions .

. Sandia officials also suggested that Energy could place limits on
the amount of any royalty income the laboratodes receive and the
purposes ,for which it can be used that are similar to the
limitations in the patent and Trademark Amendments of 1980, as
amended,{35 U.S.C. 202{c){7){C) and (E».

Sandia and Lawrence Livermore have requested that Energy give
them the authority to enter into work~for-others and collaborative
R&D agreements for up to $1 million without obtaining Ene rgy' s
approval. According to a Lawrence Livermore official, delegation
of this authority would greatly assist Lawrence Livermore's
technology transfer efforts.

Energy's acting Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs has
asked the Director for International Security Affairs to develop a
proposal for improving technology transfer from Energy's three
weapons-related Labo r at.o r i e s (Sandia, Lawr e rrce Livermore, and Los
Alamos National Laboratory). The Director for International
Security Affairs is concerned about the nation's national secudty
from an economic as well as national defense perspective and
believes that the weapons-related laboratories can help U.S.
industry better compete in world markets. To improve the
technology transfer abilities of these Labo r atio r i e's , he is
cona i deri nq (1) ways to address Energy's legal and classification
cortc~rns ,While minimizing delays to technology transfer and (2) the
need for legislation to give the laboratories more authodty and
better means to transfer technology.
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SECTION 5

FAIRNESS IN ENTERING INTO A COOPERATIVE R&D AGREEMENT

Research managers and technology transfer officials at the
National Institutes of Health and the Beltsville Agricultural
Research Center expressed concern that they treat competing
businesses fairly when entering into a cooperative R&D agreement.
Because they had little interaction with businesses before the
Federal Technology Transfer Act was enacted, the laboratories do
not have procedures in place for determining to what extent they
will notify businesses about potential collaborative research
opportunities. Their concern is that after they have entered into
a cooperative R&D agreement with a business, a competitor may
claim, either legitimately or for the purpose of tying up the
collaboration, that he was not offered a similar opportunity to
collaborate.

Research managers and technology transfer officials at all of
the federal laboratories shared the concern that businesses have a
fair opportunity to collaborate on R&D. In addition, they were
concerned that they achieve the intent of the Federal Technology
Transfer Act, which is to stimulate collaborative research between
businesses and federal laboratories. They stated that burdensome
procedures and time delays are major constraints to entering into a
cooperative R&D agreement with businesses, and they noted that the
act's definition of a cooperative R&D agreement specifically states
that it is not a procurement contract or cooperative agreement.

None of the federal laboratory officials we interviewed
proposed pUblishing specific research opportunities in the Federal
Register or Commerce Business Daily on a routine basis. However, a
Department of Agriculture official said that the agency may
advertise a particular research opportunity in the Federal Register
on an exception basis, and a Health and Human Services official
suggested that the agency may adapt the National Institutes of
Health grant award mechanism. An Energy official said that Energy
may issue a directive to its laboratories for ensuring fairness in
the process of collaborating with businesses.

The National Bureau of Standards has collaborated with U.S.
industry for many years through informal arrangements and formal
agreements with businesses. Bureau officials notify U.S.
businesses about opportunities to collaborate in broad fields of
technology, and then they negotiate with potential collaborators
for specific research projects on a first-come-first-served basis,
provided that the proposed research furthers the Bureau's mission.
The Bureau officials said that to advertise, negotiate, and award
specific opportunities would be too cumbersome. Many businesses
that might be willing to collaborate on R&D would quickly lose
interest. They also said that it would not be fair to a potential
collaborator if the Bureau advertised a research opportunity that
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was based on the collaborator's idea. If another company
approaches the Bureau about collaborating on research for which
they already have an ongoin~ agreement, the officials said that
they "tI"yJ.() provide an opportunity to collaborate in a related area
of inte~.e.13t.
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